priddy books
big ideas for little people
Puppy Love

ISBN UK 9781783419388
ISBN US 9780312528768
Size: 243mm x 140mm
Format: 10pp • BB
Tabbed Pages • Embossing

Publication Month: January 2020
On Sale Date: Jan 01, 2020
Retail: £5.99 / $7.99
Age Range: 0-3

Description
Children will love Alphaprints Puppy Love, with its cute characters, heart-warming rhymes and colourful tabs that make it easy for young children to turn the page. The raised embossing on each illustration adds an engaging touch-and-feel element to every page. This is the perfect gift to give to your child on Valentine's Day, or any day of the year!
Odd Jobs

Odd Jobs is a funny novelty book with a jobs theme and wheels to turn on every page.

Choose what outfit each character should wear for their job by turning the wheel for some hilarious results.

The quirky animal characters and playful text make this an enjoyable book to share, and it's a great springboard for some real costume fun.
**Watch Me Grow**

**UK ISBN-13:** 978-1-83899-003-9  
**US ISBN-13:** 978-0-312-53016-7  
**Size:** 210mm x 210mm  
**Format:** 10pp • BB  
**Publication Month:** January 2020  
**Turn The Wheel • Flaps**  
**On Sale Date:** 7 Jan 2020  
**Retail:** £7.99 / $9.99  
**Age Range:** 3-5

**Description**

*Grow* is an exciting novelty board book with bright and colourful illustrations all about things which grow on the farm.

Simple text explains how plants and animals grow and a fun novelty on every page brings the illustrations to life.

See how apple blossom turns into an apple, how an egg hatches a chick, how a seed grows into a carrot, and more.
See, Touch, Feel ABC

Description
There's lots for toddlers to explore in See, Touch, Feel ABC. This sturdy board book is specially designed to stimulate toddlers through creative pictures and help them learn first words.

Each page has a colourful illustration made up of footprints, handprints, child friendly art, or a photo. With lots of bright pictures to explore together and core first words to learn, See, Touch, Feel ABC is the perfect first book to share with your baby.
Chirp Chirp

Size: 185mm x 185mm
Format: 10pp • Cased BB
Acetate Pull Tabs

Publication Month: January 2020
On Sale Date: Jan 21, 2020
Retail: £7.99 / $9.99
Age Range: 0-3

Description
With clever acetate pictures that change at the pull of a tab, this fun, chunky book will encourage preschoolers to use their imaginations.

Each spread provides a spring surprise that young readers will love to discover. Simply pull the tabs down to see the pictures transform before your eyes!
Chirp Chirp
Alphaprints Lift The Flap Tab
Easter Counting

ISBN UK: 9781783419548
Size: 210mm x 210mm
Format: 16pp • BB
Flaps • Tabbed Pages
Publication Month: Jan 2020
On Sale Date: Jan 21, 2020
Retail: £7.99 / $8.99
Age Range: 0-3

Description
See Touch Feel Spring

ISBN UK 978-1-78341-989-0
Size: 210mm x 130mm
Format: 10pp • BB • Touch & Feel • Embossing

Publication Month: January 2020
On Sale Date: Jan 21, 2020
Retail: £5.99 / $7.99
Age Range: 0-3

Description
Babies can explore the joys of Spring with this sturdy sensory book. It's specially designed to stimulate babies with colourful pictures, activities and textures to feel.

These fun, simple, Spring-themed activities encourage babies to interact with the book through sight, sound, and touch.
First 100 Bible Words

Size: 155mm x 125mm
Format: 24pp • Cased BB Padded Cover

Publication Month: Jan 2020
On Sale Date: Jan 21, 2020
Retail: £4.99 / $5.99
Age Range: 0-4

Description
Young children will love to learn 100 bible words with this bright board book. There are colourful photographs to look at and talk about, and labels to read and learn, too. The pages are made from tough board for hours of fun reading, and the cover is softly padded for little hands to hold.
Play Tractor Chunky Set

Size: 4" x 9½"
Format: 3 x 10pp • BB •
Publication Month: February 2020
On Sale Date: Feb 04, 2020
Retail: $7.99
Age Range: 0-3

Description
Help babies learn first Animals, Vehicles and Food with this adorable 3-book collection of board books that slot together like a jigsaw.

With bright, colourful pictures, easy-to-read words, and chunky board, this set is the perfect addition to your baby's first library.

The unique jigsaw design makes learning extra fun for little learners.
Description
The start of a new series, this colourful illustrated flap book is aimed at toddlers to help improve their observational and language skills by seeing inside buildings and discovering lots of things in the town.

There is lots of lift-and-learn fun on every spread, with a big gatefold flap to open to see inside each building. Each double-page spread introduces a different shop or building, and has colourful illustrations of characters and everyday objects inside.
Alphabet Train

UK ISBN: 9781838990169
Size: 210mm x 210mm
Format: 10pp • BB • Giant Jigsaw
Publication Month: March 2020
On Sale Date: Mar 03, 2020
Retail: £8.99 / $9.99
Age Range: 1-3

Description
Help young children learn the alphabet, identify animals and develop their fine motor and problem-solving skills with this fantastic puzzle book.

With bright artwork that features children's favourite animals, and chunky puzzle pieces that are ideal for little hands, Alphabet Train is the perfect addition to your young child's first library.

Each page contains a large part of the Alphabet Train and these can all be put together to create a large floor puzzle.
**Description**

Help your young child learn to identify colours, learn first words, and develop their fine motor and problem-solving skills with this fantastic puzzle book.

With bright artwork and chunky puzzle pieces that are ideal for little hands, *Colour Bus* is the perfect addition to your young child's first library.

Each page contains a large jigsaw piece of a colourful traffic jam of vehicles and these can all be put together to create a large floor puzzle.
What’s In My Nursery Rhymes?

Description

*Lift-the-Flap: Nursery Rhymes* is a chunky board book with **colourful, beautifully illustrated artwork and large flaps** that reveal lots of fun surprises. Each page features kooky characters in a **classic nursery rhyme** and includes a **fun flap** to lift. Children will love finding the mouse in Hickory Dickory Dock, seeing the cow jump over the moon and finding out what happens to Jack and Jill in this delightfully charming book.

The chunky pages are easy to turn, and the tabs also help to develop children’s hand-eye coordination.
First 100 Lift The Flap Colours

Description
First 100 Lift The Flap Colours teaches children all about colours and has over 100 first words and colours to discover.

There are over 50 different shaped, sturdy flaps to lift each revealing a hidden picture and word underneath.

Each page will engage children and stimulate their natural curiosity as they take their first steps on the learning ladder.
### My First Clock Book

**Description**

*My First Clock Books* is a fun introduction to telling time for kids aged three and over.

This fantastic novelty board book from Priddy Books even includes a clock with hands that move!

Set around a school day, each page has a different time for children to learn about. The clock is set in a die-cut within the cover and folds out so that child can match the time on every page, reinforcing the concept.

| UK ISBN: | 9781838990183 |
| US ISBN: | 9781684490967 |
| Size: | 255mm x 215mm |
| Format: | 10pp • BB • Gatefold Working Clock Hands |
| Publication Month: | April 2020 |
| On Sale Date: | April 07, 2020 |
| Age Range: | 3-5 |